
Gameplay
Picking up dice — Simultaneously

All dice are rolled, and each player must 
take any three of them — one at a time, 
with one hand only — as fast as they can.

Resolving your  
combination — Taking turns

Each player resolves all effects of their 
combination:

 � 2/3 symbols of a type — Advancing 
2/3 spaces along the correspond-
ing track or gaining an Action card

 � 3 single-colored dice — You’ve 
activated a trap!

 � 3 different dice — Lava advances!

Game End
If you have 7 bananas, you may enter  
the rescue boat. 
When all players are either in the boat  
or out of the race, the survivor with 
the most relics wins.

Key Selling Points
• An exciting racing game of reaction and hasty fun

• Easy-to-grasp rules and dynamic gameplay

• Juicy art style and high-quality  

wooden components

Practical Info
COMPONENTS
Game board, 28 Action cards, 15 dice (5 yellow, 5 red,  
5 blue), 15 Character, Banana, Relic pieces (a set for  
each player), 1 Lava piece, 5 Reference sheets,  
1 First player token, sticker sheet, rules of play

MOQ: 1000

MSRP: €35 / $40

RELEASE: July 2021

BOX: 248×248×60 mm

RIGHTS  except  

It’s another day of…  
It’s another day of…  RUN!RUN!

Pluck bananas
Get enough food for your 

journey back home

Collect relics
If there are several survivors, the 

owner of the most relics wins!

Get to the  
rescue boat

Head to safety with everything 
collected on the go!

Escape the lava
If it reaches your Character,  

you’re out of the race, but you  
keep playing!

Game Overview
Lava Land is a juicy and fast-paced 
racing game where the players will be 
quickly picking up dice from the rolled 
pool in real time and resolving the 
effects of their hasty combinations. 

Each player’s goal is to escape the 
blazing lava and reach the rescue 
boat with enough food and as many 
relics as possible. 
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